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After two consecutive months of declines, the JSE All Share Index (+5.0% MoM/ +13.6% YTD) followed global
markets higher, recording a phenomenal turnaround with mining shares accounting for the bulk of gains.
Commodity, platinum group metals, and industrial shares were the star performers with the Resi-10 jumping
8.4% MoM (+9.4% YTD) and the Indi-25 rising by 6.7% MoM (+12.3% YTD).
However, the financial and property sectors of the local bourse underperformed, with the SA Listed Property
Index down 3.2% MoM (+16.0% YTD) and the Fini-15 losing 4.6% MoM (+15.7% YTD). The JSE’s biggest shares
by market cap, Naspers and Prosus, delivered a good performance in October, with Prosus (the biggest share
on the JSE) recording an impressive 11.2% MoM share price jump, while Naspers closed 3.9% higher MoM.
Among the biggest resources companies on the exchange, the share price of BHP Group rose 5.6% MoM, Glencore was up 6.0%, Anglo American Platinum (Amplats) gained 18.3% MoM, and Anglo American jumped 7.9%
MoM.
Local hotel and gaming companies recorded impressive share price gains in October, with Sun International’s
share price soaring 64.1% MoM, albeit from a low base, to emerge as October’s best-performing share. These
moves come after several key global markets lifted COVID-19 travel restrictions to the country, including the
UK which finally removed SA from its red list. This could see an influx of visitors during the summer holiday
season, providing a boost to the local tourism industry which has been hard hit by COVID-19 lockdown
restrictions.
In second spot, perennial underperformer, health and wellness Group, Ascendis Health gained 55.6% MoM. In
a market update, Ascendis indicated that it has received several unsolicited, non-binding and highly conditional
proposals for potential transactions. Royal Bafokeng Platinum (RBPlats; +47.6% MoM) was October’s third best
-performing share, with its share price surging in the last week of the month following a takeover bid from
Impala Platinum (Implats; +15.3% MoM). Implats said it planned to buy RBPlats in a deal that could create the
world’s biggest platinum group metals producer.

Steinhoff International was October’s worst-performing share, down 19.4% MoM. Last month, the
Constitutional Court refused Steinhoff’s application for leave to appeal a Western Cape High Court ruling that
found it has jurisdiction to hear a liquidation case against the retailer. Steinhoff was followed by Super Group
(-12.5% MoM), with Aspen Pharmacare in third place with a 10.2% MoM loss.
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INFLATION AT 5%
In local economic data, September annual headline inflation, as measured by the consumer price index
(CPI), came in at 5% YoY vs August’s 4.9% print. The increase was again largely driven by the food and nonalcoholic beverages; housing and utilities; and transport categories. Market commentators said that inflation will generally drift sideways in 4Q21 and 1Q22 and remain well within the SA Reserve Bank’s (SARB’s)
target band of 3%-6%. Higher inflation will be closely monitored by the SARB’s Monetary Policy Committee
(MPC), particularly with regards to its impact on inflation expectations which, if they rise strongly, may
prompt the MPC to start its hiking cycle sooner than expected. September’s trade balance shrank to an
R22.24bn surplus with exports decreasing 1.0% MoM and imports rising by 15.9% MoM. Eskom increased
rolling blackouts in October, moving to Stage-4 loadshedding in the last week of the month.

Manufacturing conditions deteriorated in October as a strike in the steel and engineering sector and power
cuts by Eskom weighed on business activity. The latest Absa Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) — a monthly
gauge of sentiment in the manufacturing sector — dropped to 53.6 index points from September’s downwardly revised 54.7.
The sector — which contributes just less than 13% of GDP and about 9.5% of employment — has been on a
gradual comeback from the effects of COVID-19 and the shock caused by the civil unrest in July. However,
October’s PMI showed a further decline in the business activity subcomponent of the index — which slipped
further into negative territory to reach 46.1 points, due to the strike.

The PMI is based on a survey from respondents in the manufacturing sector conducted by the Bureau for
Economic Research (BER), which covers activity such as new sales orders, business activity and employment.
The gauge provides an early indication of underlying economic activity, with a reading above 50 points
suggesting expansion in the sector, while anything below 50 points to a contraction.
Global supply chain bottlenecks were also evident with the supplier deliveries index — which measures
supplier performance and moves inversely to the headline number — remaining elevated in October.

STRIKES AND LOAD-SHEDDING HIT VEHICLE SALES
Strikes and load-shedding knocked a big hole in domestic and export sales of new vehicles in October.
Vehicle manufacturers and their components suppliers were just starting to recover from the after-effects of
July’s riots, a three-week steel and engineering strike, allied to “acute” load-shedding, put paid to hopes of
immediate production recovery, according to the report released by the Automotive Business Council.
Eskom’s inability to provide stable power was “of great concern impacting on the ability of the (motor)
industry to plan and grow”.
Domestic new-vehicle sales of 41,035 in October were 6.1% better than the 38,694 of October 2020. Previous
month-on-month improvements, however, were in double figures.
The rand closed the month 1.1% weaker against the greenback and on a YTD basis, the local unit has declined
by 3.7% against the US dollar.
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In the past, the month of October has been synonymous with market crashes (in October 1929, 1987, and
2008), but that was not the case this year as a broad market rally saw most major global indices ending the
month higher. Still, the inflation debate remained front and centre, weighing on sentiment for most of the
month, especially relating to concerns that inflation will not be transitory after all, as US Federal Reserve
(Fed) Chair Jerome Powell commented that, “The risks are clearly now to longer and more persistent bottlenecks and, thus, to higher inflation”. In addition to inflation and supply chain bottlenecks, the COVID-19
Delta Plus variant strain inspired fear, and despite a relatively high vaccination level, the UK recorded a
large increase in new COVID-19 cases, with Delta Plus blamed for the spread. Lastly, there is concern that
China policymakers’ increased regulation will see that country’s economy deteriorate, dragging the global
economy down with it.
The major US indices all closed October in the green, reaching records highs during the month as companies
reported solid results despite global supply chain issues. Around 50% of S&P 500 companies reported quarterly
results by the end of October, with over 80% of them beating consensus analysts’ earnings estimates. The blue
-chip S&P 500 (+6.9% MoM; +22.6% YTD) and the tech-heavy Nasdaq (+7.3% MoM/+20.3% YTD) posted their
best MoM gains since November 2020. Microsoft reported stellar earnings (it now has a market cap of c.
US$2.49trn vs Apple’s US$2.48trn), with Tesla (+44% MoM) also a standout performer as its results exceeded
expectations with the company announcing record margins and better-than-expected volumes. The Dow Jones
surged 5.8% MoM (+17.0% YTD) – its best monthly gain since March.
In Europe’s largest economy, Germany, the DAX jumped by 2.8% MoM (+14.4% YTD), while the eurozone’s
second-biggest economy, France’s CAC Index soared 4.8% MoM (+23.0% YTD). On the economic data front, in
3Q21, Europe’s economy continued to rebound from the pandemic-induced recession, with preliminary Eurostat data showing that seasonally adjusted 3Q21 GDP ticked up by 2.2% QoQ. However, eurozone inflation hit
a new 13-year high in October on the back of rising energy costs, with headline inflation coming in at 4.1% –
the highest level since July 2008, according to Reuters, and ahead of a consensus forecast of 3.7%.
The UK’s FTSE 100 Index closed 2.1% higher (+12.0% YTD) in October. In UK economic data, after slowing by
0.1% in July, GDP returned to growth in August, rising 0.4% MoM although this was still slightly below expectations. In 1H21, the UK economy recorded rapid expansion buoyed by the fast initial rollout of COVID-19 vaccines, but growth has slowed since on the back of a wave of COVID-19 cases and worldwide supply chain issues, which has been worsened in the UK by post-Brexit trade restrictions. For the three months to August,
GDP slowed to its weakest level since April (at 2.9%).
In Asia, worries over debt issues in China’s property sector continued to weigh on markets, with media
reporting that it has become a global threat with Modern Land becoming the fourth developer in China to
default on an overseas debt obligation. China’s Shanghai Composite Index closed marginally down (-0.6%
MoM) in October but is still up 2.1% YTD, while Hong Kong’s Hang Seng Index rose by 3.3% MoM (-6.8% YTD).
In Japan, the Nikkei closed 1.9% lower MoM (+5.3% YTD), while the Bank of Japan left its easy monetary policy
settings unchanged and projected inflation at well below its 2% target for at least two more years.
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OIL PRICE CONTINUES UPWARD
On the commodity front, benchmark Brent crude oil prices rallied 7.5% MoM in October (+62.9% YTD). After
reaching a monthly average low of below US$30/bbl in April 2020, the price of oil has since risen to over
US$84/bbl, ending October at US$84.38/bbl. This comes on the back of higher demand from China as the
country, in the midst of a power crisis, is switching back to older power stations that require oil and coal,
while relying less on its more modern natural gas power stations. However, with a critical supply shortage of
natural gas and a spike in prices, it has become expensive to use, especially with winter starting in the
Northern Hemisphere. After retreating by 3.1% in September, the gold price recorded a turnaround in
October – rising 1.5% MoM, although it is still 6.1% down YTD. Iron ore fell by c. 8.4% MoM (-27.9% YTD),
while the price of platinum and palladium soared, gaining 5.7% and 4.8% MoM, respectively. YTD, the price of
platinum is down 4.7%, while palladium is 18.2% lower.
Sources: Anchor Capital; Business Day

SMART TIP | KEEP DETAILS AND FINANCIAL PLAN UPDATED
Remember to adjust your financial plan and investment strategy if your circumstances change. Whether
through divorce or the death of a spouse, major life events have an impact on personal finances. Also, if you
change jobs or move to a new location, it is important to update the new information with your financial advisor and all financial services providers. Another important element of an overall financial plan, a will, must
also be updated regularly should circumstances change.

https://www.bwm.co.za/not-100happy-with-you-current-stockbroker/

CONTACT ANY OF OUR HIGHLY QUALIFIED FINANCIAL ADVISORS AT OUR OFFICES COUNTRYWIDE
BRENTHURST AWARDED LEADING WEALTH MANAGER IN SOUTH AFRICA 2021
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BRENTHURST SATELLITE OFFICES:
GARDEN ROUTE | KWAZULU-NATAL | FREE STATE | MPUMALANGA | NORTH WEST
Brenthurst Wealth Management is an authorised financial services provider (Reg No: 2004/012998/07) FSP No.7833. This e-mail and any file attachments transmitted with it are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may
be legally privileged and/or confidential. If you have received this e-mail in error please destroy it. If you are not the addressee you may not disclose, copy, distribute or take any action based on the contents hereof. Any
unauthorised use or disclosure is prohibited and may be unlawful. The view and opinions expressed in this e-mail message may not necessarily be those of the management of Brenthurst Wealth Management (Pty) Limited.
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